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ABSTRACT
The ")'-ray telescope COMPTEL onboard GRO has so far located 6 gammaray bursts which occured in its ,,~ 1 sr field of view. The positions of the sources
were derived by the maximum-entropy method. Systematic and statistical uncertainties for the four strongest bursts are approximately 1~ to 2 ~ and can be
reduced in future analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The imaging 7-ray telescope COMPTEL is one of four instruments on
board NASA's Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), which was launched by the
space shuttle Atlantis on April 5, 1991. In the first year of the mission COMPTEL will perform a survey of the whole sky in the energy range from 1 MeV
to 30 MeV with an energy resolution of 5% to 10% FWHM and an angular
resolution of about 1~ to 2 ~ (la), depending on the gamma-ray energy. A description of COMPTEL's burst detection capabilities together with results from
GRB910503 is given by Winkler et al. 1 A detailed description of the instrument
and its technical properties is given by SchSnfelder et al. 2 COMPTEL has two
different capabilities for burst measurements. First, the telescope itself for imaging of bursts in the 1 sr field of view and second two quasi omni-directional burst
detectors for derivation of spectra from all detected bursts. The burst trigger
function is performed by BATSE for all GRO instruments.
During the first months of the mission, COMPTEL has detected many
gamma-ray bursts. Most of them are not in the field of view, so only spectral
information in the energy range 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV is available. For those, in
its field of view, COMPTEL can provide images in the energy range from about
1 to 30 MeV. This is the first time that positions of gamma-ray bursts at MeV
energies are determined by one single instrument. In this paper we report on
the first results of the stronger bursts in the field of view.

ANALYSIS

METHOD

With present Compton telescopes no simple imaging of the sky is possible. The source distribution in the sky has to be derived by combining the
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information provided by the measured events together with the response of the
instrument. At present, three different methods are used by the COMPTEL
team. These are the maximum-likelihood method, the angular resolution measure (ARM) method, and the maximum-entropy method. The likelihood method
searches for a best fit of a model sky to the data, after convolution with the insrumental response. The ARM-method does not require detailed knowledge of
the response; the distribution of events in a one-dimensional projection of the
data space is determined (the so called ARM-distribution 3) for different trial
source positions. A peak near the zero-point of this distribution with the angular width of the point spread function indicates the presence of a source at the
trial position.
In this paper results of the maximum-entropy method are presented. For
this analysis the software package MEMSYS 2 from Maximum-Entropy Data
Consultants Ltd. was used. A detailed explanation of the method is given by
Skilling and Bryan. 4 The application to this Compton telescope is discussed by
Strong et al. 5 Only the main characteristics of this method are described here.
A distribution of sources on an 'input' sky is searched, which matches the data
after convolution with the point spread function and fullfills the maximumentropy criterion. This criterion determines the smoothest qnput' sky which
deviates, after convolution, not more than one standard deviation from the
data. This method requires a detailed knowledge of the point spread function
of the instrument. The telescope response to a gamma-ray point source can be
described in the simplest way in a three-dimensional data space, defined by the
scatter direction (X, r and the Compton scatter angle ~ (see Figure 1).

X

Figure 1. Three-dimensional data space.
Each detected photon is represented by one point in this three-dimensional
data space. In the idealised case, in which the scattered gamma-ray is totally
absorbed in the lower detector, the pattern of all data points resulting from a
point source with coordinates (Xo, r
lies on a cone in the (X, r ~)-space,
where the cone apex is at (Xo, r
and the cone semi-angle is 45 ~ For real
measurements, this cone mantle is blurred due to measurement uncertainties
and especially due to incomplete absorption in the lower detector.
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RESULTS
Up to now 6 gamma-ray bursts in the field of view have been analyzed.
A list of these bursts including onset times and preliminary locations are given
in Table I. Four of these bursts (GRB 910425, GRB 910503, GRB 910601 and
GRB 910814) are strong events with about 100 counts. The time profile of GRB
910503 is given by Winkler et al. 1 The time profiles of GRB 910425, GRB 910601
and GRB 910814 are shown in Figure 2.
These bursts have also been observed by ULYSSES, enabling the determination of 'triangulation circles.' COMPTEL images together with these circles
are shown in Figure 3. An image of GRB 910503 is given by Winkler et al. 1 At
the moment, both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties in the positions of the four strongest bursts are about 1~ to 2 ~ The statistical errors for
the positions of the two weaker bursts are not determined, but are evidently
larger than for the stronger bursts.
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Figure 2. Time profiles of GRB 910425, GRB 910601 and GRB 910814.
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Figure 3. Maximum-entropy images of GRB 910425, GRB 910601, GRB 910627,
and GRB 910814.
The other two gamma-ray bursts (GRB 910609 and GRB 910627) are
weaker events with _< 30 counts in the data. The statistical error of the position
of these bursts is not yet estimated, but according to the smaller number of
counts, it is larger than for the stronger bursts. The first burst GRB 910609
has only 6 counts, but all 6 events fell into a 14 ms time interval. The rate of
background at this time is at about one event per second. According to BATSE
measurements (private communication), this burst is 63 ~ away from the zenith
of the instrument and is a strong event, which extends into the MeV-range. The
nominal field of view of COMPTEL has a radius of -,~ 30 ~ around the zenith.
At the position of 63 ~ from zenith the sensitivity of the telescope is very low
and the standard response is not applicable to the data. As a result the position
derived has a large systematic error >__ 10~
The second weak burst GRB 910627 was also observed by Uly, se, and the
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COMPTEL image (Figure 3) is in good agreement with the triangulation circle,
although the image is based on only 30 events.

Table I. Burst onset times and locations.

Date

Seconds gal. Longitude gal. Latitude Triangulation

910425

2268

229.

-20.

yes

910503

25455

171.

7.

yes

910601

69736

72.5

--5.

yes

910609*

2909

240.

-10.

no

910627

16159

318.

59.

yes

910814

69275

95.

-28.

yes

* big systematic error in position.

SUMMARY
While COMPTEL images per se do not significantly improve the chances
of finding counterparts, in combination with Ulysses or PVO timing data 'finding
charts' are developed with small image dimensions (e.g., 1~ x I t for GRB 910503).
This is a powerful tool in the search for suitable counterparts which may lead
eventually to solving the GRB mystery.
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